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Tariff re-pricing window will
open Nov 1 for Jan 2012 pricing
The re-pricing window will open

for all UK NFSCo approved
collectors on Tuesday 1st

November, and will close at midnight
on Friday 18th November.
The new tariffs will be distributed to
farmers in early December, with the
new charges taking effect from 1st
January 2012. They will be effective
until 31st December 2012.
The annual re-pricing exercise allows
existing collectors to review their
prices, postcode areas they cover, as
well as providing an opportunity for
new collectors to join NFSCo. All of
these elements enhance competition.
Vigorous competition is crucial to
NFSCo and, through the model,
collectors are driven to reduce
unnecessary costs, to innovate and to
price fairly and competitively. Indeed
it results in inefficient, or greedy, or
uncompetitive operators losing
business or exiting the industry
altogether.
This doesn’t mean our objective is to
reduce charges to the extent that
collectors become unprofitable and
there’s nothing left to invest. That
would be counterproductive for
everyone.

Like it or not (and some collectors
don’t!) we have a duty to support new
entrants, again for competition
reasons.
Whilst there are numerous regulatory
requirements to be satisfied by these
new businesses they are not such a
burden that they prevent new players
from competing with longer
established collectors. Indeed,
NFSCo has rarely come across a
prospective new collector who failed
to meet the requirements.
The tendering model puts all
collectors on an even footing, and
provides a platform for professional
and responsive businesses to punch
above their weight and capture a
greater share of a very competitive
market.
Most farmers are loyal to one collector
who, in most instances, has provided
a first class competitive service to the
farm for many years.
However, in these challenging
economic times more efficient,
aggressive competitors do have the
opportunity to secure additional
business.
The re-tender period is the time to go
for it!
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Not for Sale!
The rumour mill never stops

turning, and several
collectors recently have

asked NFSCo Board members
and the administration team
whether there is any truth in the
rumour that NFSCo is in negotia-
tions with a renderer with a view to
a potential sale. NFSCo would like
to set the record straight: We are
NOT for sale, NEVER have been
for sale and have NEVER
discussed the possibly with
anyone. We are a CIC (Community
Investment Company), owned by
the industry for the benefit of its
members. And – sorry those who
fuel the mill - that is how it will
remain!

Get in touch . . .
Need to get in touch? Then contact
us on the following numbers and
email address:
Helpline number: 0845 055 9993
Email: collector@nfsco.co.uk
Fax: 01335 324584



As many of you are aware NFSCo has been
researching a number of business opportunities
both independently and with Government and other

NGO’s. One of them, of course, is the Farmbuyer scheme,
which we run in conjunction with Anglia Farmers. Any
profits from this are invested back into NFSCo to reduce
costs and raise revenue.
We are confident that 2012 will result in the NFSCo
competitive tender model being used in other areas,
especially in the livestock section. In addition we expect
to extend our services in to other areas.
During 2011 further savings in administration overheads
have been achieved due to the streamlining of processes
which have reduced the number of calls handled by the
office. Further efforts will be made in 2012 to reduce

“human intervention” and to maximize the use of the latest
technology. Any gains from new ventures or from cost
savings will be directly reflected in the NFSCo charge to
collectors - either by way of a levy rebate, or permanent
adjustment to the levy rate.

Several collectors have sent NFSCo on what we could
call “foraging missions” to look at potential business areas.
If you have any ideas we want to hear them, so please do
not hesitate to contact us.

NFSCo looks for new opportunities

An unusual request this: One of our
collectors is looking for a horse drawn
fell monger cart. If you have or hear of
one please email
joanne@nfsco.co.uk.

Wanted

It’s a fond farewell to our departing
Board members Walter Elliott from
Northern Ireland and Nigel Joice,
from Norfolk (and hearty congratula-
tions to him for becoming Farmers’
Weekly Poultry Farmer of the Year!).
Thank you both for all your time and
contributions over the years – they
have been
greatly valued.
And welcome to
our new
Northern Ireland
Board member
Campbell Tweed
OBE, right, who
is a former
President of the Ulster Farmers'
Union.
He is a suckler cow and sheep farmer
from Cairncastle, near Larne, on the
County Antrim coast.
He is currently Chairman of the
Nuffield Farming Scholarships Trust
and has served on various other
organisations including the UK Hill
Farming Advisory Committee and the
NI National Sheep Association.

Changes on the Board

The response to EID in the
sheep industry has been very
different between the separate

regions of the UK.  In Scotland the
sheep farmers have worked with the
Scottish Government to set-up and
use a central database for all sheep
records and movements.  The first
efforts were in a pilot scheme that
became known as Scoteid, and the
central record has kept that name.
The basis is that all movements of
sheep are scanned at the Critical
Control Points -  the markets and the
abattoirs - which just leaves farm to
farm sales as the responsibility of
the farmers concerned. They can
input to Scoteid directly in a number
of ways.
This central database becomes the
flock register with all movements
building up a picture over time. The
home-bred lambs do not appear, but
the purchased tags are recorded
through SAMU (Scottish Animal
Movement Unit), and Scoteid has a
copy of this too.
The only “hole” in the system relates
to mortalities, and, in response to a
request from the industry, NFSCo is
in the process of developing a
simple process which should allow
dead sheep to be recorded as they
are uplifted from Scottish farms.
The basis of the proposal is a

handheld reader that can swipe the
EID tags, and take a manual input
for non-EID sheep and other
categories of fallen stock.
The reader is then placed in a dock
when the lorry returns to base, and
the information is automatically fed
through to the NFSCo system, and
we use the information to automati-
cally generate the invoice trail as
well as the physical data and, in turn,
update Scoteid – all without the
need for paper collection slips or
manual input on a computer
keyboard.
We are still at the development stage,
and believe the vision is attainable,
and that it will comply with the
Animal By-Products Regulations.
Clearly it will cost cash to set up,
and NFSCo is prepared to invest in
the project and is currently looking
for partners to help with the funding
of the readers on the basis of
providing the first one free to each
lorry. We would, however, require
the collectors to replace any that get
damaged.
It is by no means a done deal yet,
but if we can deliver on this project it
will prepare us for the cattle EID
that’s coming, and provide a
valuable service to our members
and collectors.
Watch this space!

Update on sheep EID



During the year NFSCo has met
a large number of collectors in
groups and on a one-to-one

basis, and these meetings have
resulted in the following ideas being
put forward:
� A suggestion that NFSCo amends

the software application to show a
running total as jobs are inputted.
This will be a running total of
raised jobs for that month prior to
the first day of the month;

� A varied view on re-pricing
frequency and timing. For

example, is re-pricing in
November, with new farmer tariffs
launched on 1st January, the right
time of year, and is annual
re-pricing the right frequency, or
should it be more or less often?

� A suggestion that collectors are
able to load jobs on to a
spreadsheet to be subsequently
bulk downloaded on to the website.

Please let us know what you think of
these subjects, or any other you might
like to raise.

Have you ideas to improve NFSCo?

NFSCo has instigated
and funded a
Research Fellowship

with the Royal Agricultural
College, Cirencester to
investigate how future
revisions to the Animal By-
Products directive might add value to
products generated from fallen stock.
Stewart Houston CBE, chairman of
both the British Pig Executive and the
National Pig Association, has
undertaken this task, and his
preliminary report will be presented
on 10th November at The College.
This will be followed-up in June 2012
by a final report, which intends to give
clear guidelines as to how value can
be retained within the meat supply
chain, if legislation permits.

The interim report will
seek to clarify best
practice across the
species that has an
impact on freshness of
carcase, optimum bio-
security of the

collection and processing of carcases
and some pointers on how these
factors might help guide changes in
legislation as well as informing the
discussions on Cost Sharing and
Responsibility.
The current debate in Europe would
appear to open the door to an
acceptance that pig and poultry
represent little or no risk to humans in
the transfer of TSE agents, and may
well be at the front of changed
legislation.

RAC Fellowship will point the
way on future legislation

Michael Seals, right, chairman of NFSCo has been appointed as the
Chairman of the new Animal Health and Welfare Board for England
(AHWBE). His Board “will bring together farmers, veterinarians,

welfare experts and others from outside Government and with DEFRA to make
direct recommendations to Ministers on policy affecting the health and welfare
of all kept animals such as farm animals, horses and pets”. He will also be
dealing with the controversial issue of who pays for animal health-related
issues in the future, and how it is funded, given the budget cuts being imposed
by Government.
He views his new role as being complementary to his NFSCo chairmanship,
and it is not considered as being in conflict to his NFSCo role. Consequently
he has no plans to stand down as chairman of NFSCo.

“This is an opportunity for industry to work closely within Government producing
policies to move forward,” he says.

Additional role for Michael Seals

We need weigh ticket
if you price by weight

If you offer a collection service
by weight - for example pigs
and poultry under 250kg priced

on pence per kg - you must be able
to weigh the individual collection
and provide a valid weigh note.
In many cases it is not practical to
weigh, empty, clean and return a
skip, and few collectors have
on-board compliant weighing
facilities. If it is not possible for you
to weigh you must price by volume
or by skip/container and not weight.
Starting in January 2012 NFSCo
will, request weigh tickets from
collectors who tender prices by
weight.



Question: What is the
incentive for collectors to
encourage farmers to join

NFSCo?
It’s one we still get asked by
collectors. And the answer? Well, the
more of your customers who put their
collections through NFSCo the less
bad debt risk you have and the easier
and cheaper your accounts
department is to run. Some collectors
refer to an annual membership fee as
a reason NOT to recommend that
their customers join NFSCo. But
there isn’t one!
We keep stating it repeatedly but still
collectors think there is. Repeat:
there is no membership fee!

The more of your  customers who are
on NFSCo the more efficiently and
cheaply you will run your business,
as it will save you billing costs and
time in chasing outstanding debt.
And for that to happen you need to
offer your best prices through NFSCo.
But we would say that wouldn’t we!
If you aren’t convinced, though, then
look at the company accounts of
collectors who are either not part of
NFSCo or who encourage the bulk of
their farmers to go direct.
See how their debt levels have
increased and how their turnover has
dropped in recent years!

Save time, money and bad debt problems by
putting your customers on the NFSCO scheme

“Once, due to predatory
competitive pricing, we
briefly encouraged farmers
to come to us privately
outside of NFSCO.
Our debt management was
completely out of control
within 10 weeks. Offering the
same or cheaper prices
outside of NFSCo is not an
option to our business.”

Rodney Hume,
Ulster Farm By-Products.

1. No annual membership fee;
2. Competitive collection and disposal prices;
3. Convenient list issued of all collectors operating in their area;
4. Simple invoicing – one invoice per month listing all collections;
5. Payment by Direct Debit, backed-up by the Direct Debit Bank Guarantee;
6. Free automatic membership to Farmbuyer;
7. Annual Compliance Statement detailing all collections to assist traceability;
8. Future electronic online records, which will remove the need to maintain a separate livestock

movement record;
9. Professional, accredited collectors with high bio-security standards of collection;

10. Dedicated helpline manned by people who understand farming and fallen stock.

Top reasons why farmers should use NFSCo:


